MACK CONNECT
®

Uptime.
All the
time.

When you run with Mack, it’s always uptime. Because only Mack offers Mack
Connect to keep your team on the road and in the black. Mack Connect is the
uptime and productivity solution to help you build a modern trucking business.
Using predictive analytics and connective technologies, Mack Connect turns
data produced by the truck, the driver and the service process into insights and
actions that help you perform at your best. So you’re ready to roll, every time.

MackTrucks.com/MackConnect

CONNECTED
SUPPORT

CONNECTED
BUSINESS

Maximize uptime with
intelligent maintenance
systems and time-saving
repair processes.

Drive profitability and gain
insights at every turn with
Mack’s open platform and
fleet management systems.

OVER THE AIR (OTA) SOFTWARE &
PARAMETER UPDATES

CERTIFIED UPTIME DEALERS

TELOGIS

Dealers identify quick fixes and put them in the fast lane for
completion, while giving larger repairs the attention they
need and putting you back on the road faster.

Advanced fleet management and compliance tools that
integrate directly with GuardDog Connect or your own
smartphone, tablet or other connected device.

Real-time data for dispatch, transparency for customers, and
critical analytics to improve business operations.

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

OMNITRACS

GEOTAB

Keeps your trucks in top shape by planning a service
schedule that matches the usage and miles of your vehicle,
so we can repair or replace components before it impacts
your business.

Real-time data on your vehicles’ locations and how they’re
being driven so you can spot trends, reduce costs and
manage drivers. No additional hardware needed.

Business intelligence and benchmarking data for older fleets
to improve productivity, reduce fuel consumption, enhance
driver safety and improve compliance.

Wirelessly updates software without disrupting your
schedules, while increasing operational efficiency and
uptime. Requires Mack GuardDog Connect.
®
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®

®
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GUARDDOG CONNECT
GuardDog Connect automatically monitors your truck’s
performance and quickly alerts OneCall of any maintenance
or repair needs. OneCall’s 24/7 support and roadside
assistance leverages Mack ASIST to give drivers, dealers
and Uptime Center staff access to all of the repair information
they need—all while you’re still on the road.
®

®
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CONNECTED
DRIVING

Get the most out of your
trucks and your drivers with
built-in fuel management and
driver assist technologies.
INFORMATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

ROLL STABILITY

Bluetooth, satellite radio, cell phone integration and more to
make life on the road as enjoyable as possible.

The Bendix ESP full-stability system helps drivers
mitigate rollovers and loss-of-control in situations on wet
and dry roadways through advanced sensors and throttle
and braking interventions.
®
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MACK PREDICTIVE CRUISE
Proprietary Mack technology that stores hilly terrain in
GPS data to optimize engine speed and fuel efficiency on
saved routes.

BENDIX WINGMAN FUSION
®

®

TM

Driver assist and safety technology combining radar, camera,
brakes and the SafetyDirect web portal from the leader in
collision mitigation.
®
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COLLISION AVOIDANCE
Automatically alerts the driver and, if needed, applies the
foundation brakes to mitigate or prevent a potential collision
with a forward moving vehicle or stationary object.

